Recruit Release Notes Changes Launching 2015-09-24

Recruitments
Recruit can now scope search reports to review dates, allowing you to record which applicants were evaluated before proposing a hire or closing a recruitment. This will allow us in the next sprint to require disposition reasons for all applicants completed in the selected review dates, but right now it means that your reports will be tighter and you’ll never see any proposed candidate before you should.

UCSB’s newest availability data is now available for their new recruitments.

We now include disposition reasons and comments in the Applicant & Diversity Survey Data, which will allow you to look for patterns in the disposition reasons being used at your school.

Approvals
We’ve split up some approver roles, so you can now have approvals that require a thumbs-up from both your Provost and your Executive Vice Chancellor, or both your Department Chair and your Department Director. Remember that this also means that those roles can no longer approve for each other, and workflows for one will no longer include people who have the other role.

Bugs ‘n Things
- We updated Ruby on Rails, the underlying framework Recruit uses, to the latest version. This allows us to take advantage of the newest technologies as we continue to build new features for Recruit.
- Fixed an issue where Affirmative Action Goals would not show on the search plan if your campus didn’t have Equity Advisors. Thanks for noticing, UCSB!
Fixed an issue where reference letters that were typed into Recruit directly would not display correctly.